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LESSON ONE: VAMPIRESQUIZWHAT'S THE BEST COURSE OF ACTION WHEN A PERT
CLASSMATE ATTEMPTS TO SNACK ON YOUR JUGULAR?a. Run for your life and the sanctity
of your soulb. Invite her out for a strawberry soda, heavy on the syrupc. Scream like a boy and
hide in the principal's officed. Let her have a few sips while you check out her spectacular
quadriceps
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Saix VII, “Mangas for the win!! And just made me love rosario vampire even more with a
passion!!. I must admitWhen I first got into the series just by watching the anime first. I actually
ended up liking the series to the point where it sadly had to end with only 2 seasons and a total
of 13 episodes in each season which are over all 26 episodes. Honestly I have to say even
though It was "fan service" as we all might say due to comedy and some laughs and tons of
running jokes about boobs, panties, and even sex. Despite all that I loved it still and it had tons of
likeable characters such as Kurumu and Mizore.Soon After i started reading the mangas cause I
wanted to see what was the difference and as soon as I read it I soon discovered there was
more action and more details on WHY most characters are what they are. And Ive read all the
books there was until the very end. And after reading em all it was all the more reason why I
loved Rosario Vampire. And it became one of my most favorite animes.I even managed to get
someone else into the series while i was at work, I know it wasn't necessary to buy these books
when I already read them online. But I had couple reasons why I just bought them anyway. 1)
was because I was reading a translated version off of Mangahere.com and I have come across a
couples of pages where their conversations somewhat didnt make sense at all though I will give
the translator credit for actually trying his/her very best. And 2) was because one of my co-
workers which is the one I got him into liking it. Wanted to read and see for himself. Especially
parts where he missed out on where Im sure he would wanna see for himself. So if you're just
like me and you wanna read the mangas after seeing the series. Then BUY IT NOW!! You will
not be sorry. It will answer most of your bothersome questions about some things you might of
not understood from the episodes. And im sure it will be all the more reason to LOVE Rosario
Vampire.”

Amahagene, “Just get it. Amazing series. If you're looking at this manga because you're seeking
a new read, get it.If you're looking here because you've already watched the show and wonder
what happens after, get it. (although the season 2 part is completely different in the manga)This
is by far my favorite manga. It is nice for the length so far. Wonderfully cultured story that
progresses at a easy to follow pace. There isn't as much fan service as there is in the anime and
it is still amazing. As you'd progress into the story in the subsequent books you can tell how the
author/artist (they are the same person which makes it all the better, you get what they should
look like from the person who thought of this amazing series) develops as their art improves
subtly but keeps the great detail. As I write this I am waiting for Rosario Vol. 14 of Capu 2 to
come out. As with any manga every book mostly has a terrible cliffhanger for the next one but it
is all the better.I cannot recommend this series any more.”

Kesamn, “DON'T LET THE ANIME FOOL YOU!!!. This is a great story that includes a lot of the
monsters that we all know and love in a high school setting. It is cute, funny, action packed and



sexy but I implore anyone who has seen the anime and hated it DON'T JUDGE THIS MANGA
BY THE ANIME!!! The story is stronger, the dialogue is better and the characters are far less
annoying! The manga does not insult your intelligence but still provides an array of fan service
to the benefit of the story instead of at the expense of it. Everything from epic beat downs,
dramatic transformations, to steamy situations without the ridiculous over abundance of panty
shots and idiotic banter. But that is not to imply that there aren't ANY panty shots. Story wise it is
very well written and will always leave you wanting more. One of the most likable things about
the manga is the consistent character development between each other and independently. It is
one of my favorite manga and I can't wait for the volumes to come.”

Bobby, “Rosario+Vampire. I started watching the anime of this series on Netflix, but I was seeing
forums and blogs that the manga was much better so I started buying them. I just finished
season one of the manga and they are definitely better than the anime. The books came in
great, new condition, and I felt like I got a great deal for buying in bulk. I completely love this
series though! I consider myself an athletic non-anime or manga type because I play baseball for
college and I am a country boy, but this has completely changed my view. This has gotten me
into Spice and Wolf, Dragonaut, Blood+, and a few more. The thing is though, I have searched,
and I do not like any others, so if anyone reads this bring it up to the author or production
company that they need to step it up with episodes that follow the narrative better and start
making some more seasons to give me some closure! I would recommend this to anyone of my
friends with an open mind and to absolutely anyone that loves manga.”

Daniel Montero, “Having watched - and liked - the anime. Having watched - and liked - the
anime, I decided to purchase one of the comics. Both follow the exact same storyline so far, but
the comic, as any comic, are far shorter than the 20+ minute episodes. So far, the fan service
has been less gratuitous on the comic (the anime's full of very explicit fan service), which is
good, as it makes for a more light-hearted read. And the story itself is as silly and funny as I
recall, just don't expect any major character development or profound themes.Depending on
your taste for fan service, choose between the anime and the comic. Just don't skip on this if you
feel like something light and easy to read/watch.”

Xodus, “Great start to a great series.. Tsukune Aono is an average teenager who is unable to get
into any local high schools due to unexpectedly failing his exams. However, his parents are
happy to have him enroll in a private school called Yokai Academy, which Tsukune soon
discovers is a boarding school for monsters.The school is set up to teach monsters how to
coexist with humans, how to disguise themselves as one of them, but any real humans on
campus are to be killed.Although fearing for his life, Tsukune makes friends with a beautiful
vampire girl Moka Akashiya, who is charming, sweet, kind to everyone, loves the taste of
Tsukune's blood, and who has never had a friend before. After a confrontation with the class



bully, Tsukune accidentally removes the rosary around Moka's neck, and discovers that Moka
transforms into her true vampire fighting form that is among the strongest in the school.Because
of Moka, Tsukune decides to stay at Yokai despite the risks to his life, and soon becomes
involved with other monsters, and the fun begins.I am a big Rosario+Vampire fan. I Loved both
the anime series (I've watched them a repeatedly a few times now), and couldn't wait to read the
manga and I love the Manga even more. It has all the elements of the anime series I loved, with
even more events and characters to discover and enjoy, it is an awesome read.To fully
appreciate the manga if you have never seen the anime series I would suggest getting the first
few to start off with, as otherwise it would seem to take its time getting into the story. But once it
gets going you'll be hooked.”

Harlequin, “Brilliant Manga. This is Japanese Manga at it's best. Story and Art is by Akihisa
Ikeda. It is about a young boy, named Tsukuni Aono whom after failing evey entrance exam to all
the schools is finally accepted at Yokai Academy. This as it turns out is a school for monsters
who have to pass as human. There he meets the totally gorgeous Moka who throws herself at
him (I am SOOO jealous of this guy already) Moka is actually a Vampire who can't resist
Tsukuni's blood. Moka being gorgeous she attracts a LOT of attention from the other monsters
who are jealous of Tsukuni and his friendship with the academies most eligble girl. Both Tsukuni
and Moka encounter a lot of incidents (I won't spoil it for the purchasers of this book) but I urge
you to collect all the books as they get more interesting as each book progresses. It is for older
children up to adult as sometimes you get some pantie shots but is all done very innocently
though moka and her other friends do tend to show a LOT of leg. This is a comedy Manga with
the two main characters getting into all sorts of comic scrapes. Very readable. For those who
have not read Manga before this is written in english and reads from what we in the west would
consider the "back" of the book.  I am addicted totally”

JuDicus MaXimus, “Rosario + Vampire Volume 1. Just arrived today and looks awesome I
watched the whole anime series but was sad that it ended a series 2, I have been waiting a long
time hoping that some day series 3 will be released.This anime is brilliantly funny, quirky and
with lots of amazing characters and fan service if you were a fan of the anime then you going to
love reading the manga its got twice a much content and continues the story where the anime
left off.Also If you google Rosario + Vampire Capu3 Petition you can sign a fan signature that will
take us one step closer to getting a series 3 released, I hope so! :)Can't wait to sink my teeth into
this awesome wee manga ''Kappuchu!''”

kab, “its a good manga. its a bit cheesy and all but i love it its a master piece”

The book by Akihisa Ikeda has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 389 people have provided feedback.
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